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Notes, Ideas, and Explanations

People

 Step Change

Process

Which kind of change is it?

 Brand Solution Statement

Personas Ambassadors and Influencers Online-Offline Social MediaBrand Strategy Values and Mission

Brand Solution No.1

Now choose one or more of the issues above and develop three solutions to solve them.
Select which issue you're solving by circling it below and define which kind of change it is

Brand Strategy Personas Values and
Mission

Ambassadors
and influencers

Online-Offline Social-Media

People:

Step Change:

Process:

Who?

What?

Wow!

Brand Solution No.2

Who?

What?

Wow!

Brand Solution No.3

Who?

What?

Wow!

This is a radical change, a completely new solution

This is a change in human resources, in roles and in the structure of the organisation

This is a change related to the process used in the daily work

Describe your brand strategy issue
e.g. the brand is outdated / there is currently no brand strategy

What are the issues in identifying your target audience?
e.g. we don't have defined personas

What are your values as an organisation? What are your missions?
e.g. we don't have clear values / mission

Do you have an ambassador/influencer strategy?
e.g. we do not have any ambassador/influencer strategy

How is your brand represented Online and Offline?
e.g. our brand is not consistent across online channels

Do you use your social media platforms to communicate your brand?
e.g. we do not use and promote our brand through social media
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Brand Strategy Personas Values and
Mission

Ambassadors
and influencers

Online-Offline Social-Media Brand Strategy Personas Values and
Mission

Ambassadors
and influencers

Online-Offline Social-Media

Describe the issues of your DMO related to the brand for each of the following categories and develop solutions for them. Use each box to describe the issues.

People

 Step Change

Process

Which kind of change is it?

People

 Step Change

Process

Which kind of change is it?


